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To obtain a graduate assistantship role where can continue education, and apply
knowledge and expertise in pursuit of a career in strength and conditioning.
JULY 2004 – SEPTEMBER 2012

PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL INSTRUCTOR - ABC CORPORATION









Instructed through collegiate baseball players in hitting, fielding, pitching, and
development.
Selected contributions Designed, developed, and directed the sales and
promotion efforts for all Baseball Camps.
Planned and coordinated all instruction periods for the camps, including the
necessary information exchanges.
Responsible for maintaining all camp budgets.
Helped set up, coordinate, and run instructional camps for the River Dogs
baseball club Winter Warm-Up camp, High School Prospect camp as well as
various other tryouts and instructional camps.
Took over the entire camp instruction, planning, and coordination.
Signed up students, developed the camp strategy and instruction techniques,
and executed the Winter Warm-Up camp with great success.

2001 – 2004

BASEBALL INSTRUCTOR - DELTA CORPORATION








Train individuals and teams on hitting and fielding mechanics as well as
personal training.
Instructing kids of all ages in hitting and defensive lessons.
Taught baseball fundamentals to children ages 6-12 in summer camps and
pitching clinics in various locations.
Summer) As a Varsity baseball player in high school, I qualified to become a
counselor at the Town of Smithtown Baseball camp.
Responsible for instructing and demonstrating proper baseball skills while
ensuring a safe and enjoyable environment for the children.
Responsible for the care and safety of young baseball players Taught proper
baseball technique to athletes.
Served as a role model on and off the field.

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Arts in Science and Management of Sports - (Virginia Wesleyan
College - Norfolk, VA)
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SKILLS
Great people and Organizations, Hard worker, Fast learner, Mechanically smart,
Energetic and Motivated.
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